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Use these words to fill in the blanks: 
* clouds * honor * needed * water * 

 
IN THE PARSHA: 
When םירמ  passed away, the ________ stopped flowing from the rock, and ונבר השמ  brought it 
back. It remained with the Jewish people until his passing. 
When ןרהא  passed away, some of the _________ that accompanied the Jewish people 

departed. Yet, we do not learn in שמוח  or י"שר  that השמ  brought those clouds back. 
 
QUESTION: 
Why did the water return in the תוכז  of השמ , but the דובכה יננע  did not? 

 
ANSWER: 
As a faithful shepherd of the Jewish people, השמ  always made sure to provide them with 

whatever they needed, when they needed it. Therefore,  
Ø When םירמ  passed away, and the Jewish people still needed water, השמ  made sure they 

had it. 
Ø When ןרהא  passed away, the only clouds that departed were דובכ ה יננע , clouds that 

brought _______ to the Jewish people. It wasn’t something they _________, so השמ  
didn’t bring them back. (The clouds that protected them never departed in the first 
place). 

Ø When השמ  passed away, the ןמ  stopped coming down from heaven. Since they Jewish 

people still needed it, their last portion of ןמ  sufficed them until they entered לארשי ץ רא , 
more than a month later (and according to one opinion, they ate of this ןמ  fourteen years 

after השמ ’s passing)! 
 
In every generation, the אישנ  provides whatever the Jewish people need, even after his passing. 
 

Further discussion: 
Ø How is this connected with זומת ג"י ב- "י  which is always celebrated close to תקוח תשרפ ? 

(See תוא ט  in the החיש ) 


